
Four Essential Strategies for 
Complying with ICH GCP E6(R2)

E6(R2)



Technology brings change.

“When the original ICH E6(R1) text was prepared, 
clinical trials were performed in a largely paper-based 
process. Advances in use of electronic data recording 
and reporting facilitate implementation of other 
approaches” across key oversight areas: patient safety, 
GCP, and data integrity. 

The preamble to E6(R2) above sets the tone: Times 
have changed and sponsors’ approach to study 
oversight must change with it. 

Indeed, following (R2) ratification by the FDA this March, 
these guidelines are now real for new therapies seeking 
FDA approval.

What does this mean for sponsors running studies 
now? 

The revision mandates several operational changes, 
but the most dramatic change applies to oversight 
of CRO and site activity. Specifically, “The sponsor 
should ensure oversight of any trial-related duties 
and functions carried out on its behalf, including trial-
related duties and functions that are subcontracted to 
another party by the sponsor’s contracted CRO(s).”

Interestingly, clinical oversight change is both enabled 
by new digital tools and because of them; new tools 
enable greater oversight for the study, and the ICH is 
mandating sponsors to take advantage of this fact. So 
how should a sponsor think about using digital tools to 
meet the (R2) mandate? 

Why This Guide?
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“E6(R2) brings the sponsor 
closer to 483 letters than 

ever before, and they need 
a plan to mitigate that.”

-Leading CRO



Florence is in a unique position to recommend an approach to study oversight. 
As the system of record for study documentation across 3,000 sites and 600 
studies, Florence has been able to centrally observe site monitoring practices 
and CRO oversight. In fact, in the last 90 days, Florence was the center of over 
350,000 remote site inspections, document actions, and tasks. We’re at the 
center of many sponsor’s monitoring activities in this E6 (R2) era. 

Accordingly, let’s look at four E6(R2) best practices and how we’re seeing 
that digital oversight, using tools like Florence eHub, can make them real for 
sponsors.

Four Best Practices for E6(R2)

Expand Your Oversight1
What R2 says to do: Centralize monitoring processes 
to provide additional monitoring capabilities that can 
complement and reduce the extent and/or frequency 
of on-site monitoring and help distinguish between 
reliable data and potentially unreliable data.

How you can respond: Digital monitoring tools 
allow real-time, central oversight of site and CRO 
GCP. These enable you to expand oversight without 
additional overhead in the spirit of the revision. 

Document Your Oversight2
What R2 says to do: Reporting of centralized 
monitoring activities should be regular and may be 
independent from site visits. 

How you can respond: Most digital oversight 
platforms provide for automatic audit trails and 
tracking of what was monitored and how. This creates 
indelible documentation of your team’s oversight.
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Enable investigators to compliantly 
control their data

3
What R2 says to do: The investigator/institution 
should have control of all essential documents and 
records generated by the investigator/institution 
before, during, and after the trial.

How you can respond: Provide your investigator 
teams the tools they need to meet this requirement. 
Electronic Investigator Site Files (eISF) are becoming 
common and sponsors are either underwriting the 
cost of their use or providing them as part of the 
package with the protocol.

Focus on the emerging 
standardized metrics

4
What R2 says to do: (The) statistical analyses of 
accumulate(d) data from centralized monitoring can 
be used to: examine data trends such as the range, 
consistency, and variability of data within and across sites; 
analyze site characteristics and performance metrics; 
and select sites and/or processes for targeted on-site 
monitoring.

How you can respond: This is a big topic we’ll explore 
more in additional guides, but here is a start. 

1) Survey the stakeholders you work most closely with 
(sites, CROs, vendors) for the Key Risk Indicators that they 
feel are most important. 

2) Understand if your digital infrastructure can capture and 
log these metrics 

3) Build a baseline for these metrics and test at prescribed 
intervals which sites and CROs create unacceptable 
variance from them.
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Next Steps

Creating compliant and repeatable processes is part of a proper 
(R2) response is a big project. Digital tools are here to help, and so 
is the team at Florence. 

Are you interested in shaping the future of digital oversight 
metrics and want to learn more? 

Get in touch!

Email us:
FlorenceTeam@Florencehc.com

Visit our Site:
florencehc.com/eHub


